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1 The Rise of AI-Powered Conversational Intelligence 

B2B sellers have long known how conversational intelligence is critical to 

effectively engage customers and prospects. B2B sellers are some of the best 

communicators on the planet.

As frontier technology users, in the 1990s these sellers embraced pagers, 

bulky phones, and early email. In the 2000s and 2010s sellers embraced 

smartphones, richer email and online  meeting and conferencing tools to 

serve buyers. The majority of these technologies enabled B2B interactions 

but the actual “palm to flesh” meetings remained the backbone

of how prospects engaged with sellers throughout a deal cycle.

The pandemic changed the way B2B selling took place. Virtual and hybrid 

selling became the default both within and outside organisations. Teams 

faced new gaps in effective communication between different kinds of teams.
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Since the pandemic, AI-powered conversational intelligence has

emerged as a tool to help revenue leaders and sales teams shine a light

into every critical virtual conversation with their prospects and customers.

We are now living in the golden era of AI conversational intelligence:

The reality is that if you don’t use a CI tool today, you are flying blind.

Without in-person conversations, understanding basic human sentiments of

happiness, sadness, anger, surprise, fear, and disgust is difficult and you can

get a lot of false positives and negatives in your digital revenue cycle.

G2 marketplace 
now lists 

69 

tools for 
Conversational

 Intelligence
Given over

 50% 
of reps miss quota, reps, 
marketers, and customer
success managers are all 
embracing CI as another 

weapon in this
fight.

Analyst reports 
predict the global 

market for CI will touch 
about USD

20 billion by 2024, with 
North America having 

30% 
share.
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Specifically, within sales and go-to-market teams, the need to understand

buyer intent and behaviour has become more complex in a remote/hybrid

world. According to Forrester, here are some changes from recent years:

Thus, revenue leaders and managers need to monitor and assess their sales

rep interactions and provide appropriate coaching interventions to enhance

productivity. Historically, conversations between reps and customers were

recorded in follow-up notes and emails and usually never made into the CRM

system. Leaders now need a more effective way to not only provide

intelligence to their teams but also make it actionable across hundreds 

of Zoom, Google Meet, Teams and other tools’ meetings.

Buying groups: 

63% 
of purchases have 

more than four people 
involved— vs. just 

47% 
in 2017

Buying interactions: 
During the pandemic, 

buyer interactions grew 

from  17per deal cycle 
to 

27Buyers go 
everywhere for 

information, and are 

doing 70% or more 
of their search and 
discovery activity 

without revealing it 
to sellers
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Evolving Buying Behavior

https://www.forrester.com/blogs/three-seismic-shifts-in-buying-behavior-from-forresters-2021-b2b-buying-survey/


AI-based conversational intelligence (CI) platforms offer a wide range of functionality to support GTM teams and help them 

move the needle directly on the most important business outcomes including:

Faster Customer Acquisition and Expansion

Superior Buyer Experience vs Competitors

Larger Deal Sizes and Shorter Deal Cycles

Greater Sales Rep Productivity

Better Aligned Messaging & Positioning

Increased Rep and Team Satisfaction

Higher Win Rates and Close Rates
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2 General CI vs CI for Sales & Revenue Teams

CI can be found in some of the commonly used apps and services – AWS Alexa, 

Apple Siri, Google Assistant and others – which are capable of just speech to text 

conversions and vice versa. These tools have found their way into homes and 

offices and have generic uses with low customisation since their training data, 

internal models and data pipelines are not accessible. There is also a lack of 

context driven conversations and outcomes, which is why the use cases are 

limited to searching for music or ordering groceries.

In contrast, conversational AI (or CI) for sales & revenue teams needs a 

different sophistication. With rapid advances in natural language processing, 

artificial intelligence and automation, CI has reached a tipping point of offering 

coherent digital experiences throughout a conversational cycle. Now, CI  can 

digest data from text, speech and video and offer analytical synthesis that is 

natural, simple and contextual.
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The main components of a CI platform for Sales & Revenue teams includes:

Conversational intelligence needs artificial intelligence (AI) to transcribe, analyse and provide insights of rep calls. True advanced 

CI identifies keywords, conversation topics, buyer sentiments and provides a wide range of data metrics in the form of analytics 

and dashboards.

Natural language processing of various 
data sources (calls, emails, structured data) 
to classify specific human sentiments

Speech to text / text to speech 
transcription engine

Machine learning for continuous integration 
and delivery of the code, data & insights

Analytics to create insights

User experiences layer to present the 
information to users

Reporting on various conversational 
intelligence metrics
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3 Investing in a Conversational Intelligence (CI) System

CI has the potential to transform every aspect of a 

business, such as, how C-suite revenue leaders communicate 

across GTM teams, how frontline reps serve customer 

requests, and how sales talent is developed.

Making an investment now in the right, advanced 

CI platform can help you scale your revenue 

engine to achieve different goals and outcomes.
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Goal Impact of CI Business Outcome

Sales Reps: Close more deals, 

clone behaviours of top

performers, improve  confidence

CI surfaces hidden risks in deals, 

shows benchmark metrics of top 

performers, and empowers reps 

with better playbooks during 

onboarding

▪ Benchmarked activity and 

       consistent “winner” behaviours

▪ Accelerated upskilling of sales reps

▪ Reduced ramp up time

▪ Better risk visibility

▪ Timely coaching

▪ Mapped customer needs

▪ Granular decisions at deals/

       opportunities/ account

▪ Adaptive positioning of products     

       and services

▪ More accurate forecasting

▪ Early actions, lower deal 

       churn

▪ Reduced rep bias

CI adds new signals to improve 

forecasts, brings deals back on

track, and creates a data-driven 

culture

CI brings customer voice into every

aspect of decision making. This 

helps leaders and reps adapt 24/7.

Revenue Operations: Maximise 

revenue and mitigate risks

GTM Managers: Make 

data-driven decisions, 

provide timely coaching
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4 Use Cases for CI: Before, During, After Calls

CI empowers teams before, during  and after calls. It can be used to coach reps, 

guide actions, map patterns in buyer sentiments, enrich customer engagement, and 

accelerate revenue growth. CI provides the highest impact when used to analytically 

assess all calls - before, during and after.

CI insights help undertake root cause analysis of buyer intent and rep behaviour 

throughout an opportunity cycle versus only at certain points in the cycle.

CI provides a way to help coach and train team members after sampling key points 

of conversations (e.g. how reps answered questions and objections). It helps bridge 

alignment across sales and customer success and product and marketing teams.

Before Call

During Call

After Call
▪ Mark actions on transcripts

▪ Analyse conversation metrics

▪ Bring everyone on the same page with snippets

▪ See previous call history, outcomes

▪ Get historical buyer intent, sentiments

▪ Be better prepared

▪ Get prompts on progress

▪ Seek clarity and map intent better

▪ Answer questions real-time in meetings
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▪ What are the training models used, are they native or 3rd party?

▪ What is the quality of technology integration powering core CI areas 

       like transcription, AI, NLP models?

▪ Does the CI recommend “next best actions” from analysis

▪ Does the CI support coaching conversations?

 Call transcription and call summary

 Call recording with integration to existing collaboration 

         tools (MS Teams, Zoom, etc.)

 Keyword analysis

 CI dashboards

▪ Is the CI capable of just mapping keyword patterns or is AI  being 

      used to understand sentiments, emotions and topics?

▪ Can users configure the tracking to suit their business needs?

▪ Can analytics dashboards be customised based on user needs?

▪ Can the CI tool backward integrate with existing CRM’s or is the

      CI a standalone module (without CRM integration)?

▪ Can the insights and analysis be pushed back into CRM?

5 Evaluating Vendors and Technologies

AI architecture of the CI product Automatic next best actions

Professional services and support o�ered 
by the CI vendorAnalytics and reporting capability

CRM integrations

CI products have varying degrees of functionality, and buyers can choose from multiple vendors based on price, need, and value. 

Prospective buyers analysing competing CI vendors can use the following criteria for evaluation:

Most basic CI tools have basic to intermediate functionality such 
as below. This limits sales teams to maximise their opportunities.
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  Sentiment and emotion analysis (of recorded calls)

  Real time video call analysis and guided recommendations

  Topic identification

  Next best action recommendations and proactive coaching

  User customization of the dashboards with multiple filters for tracking metrics

  Tie back CI analysis to deal rooms and pipeline forecasts

For CI to be truly used on a regular basis, your tool ideally needs to have a the below advanced functionalities for the sales 

organisation to derive maximum value in addition to having all the basic capabilities above:
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6 Benefits of Aviso CI for Sales Organizations

Aviso’s patented guided revenue intelligence platform acts as a “single pane of glass” for revenue teams. 

Aviso has a comprehensive approach with unique offerings to CI.
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Benefits of Aviso CI
True and complete AI based platform in terms of how we do and what we do



Aviso CI provides real time coaching during call, deal 

intelligence integrated with AE activity intelligence and 

predictive analytics, product and competitor insights, 

visual cues and  coaching via computer vision.

With Aviso's AI powered conversational intelligence, you 

can get the most  sophisticated insights available from day 

one unlike any other competitive platforms that require a 

large volume of calls to generate deal insights and action 

items. Aviso provides customers with a true revenue 

intelligence & operations platform. The Aviso CI platform 

requires minimal customization and implementation. 

Within two weeks the sales team can start leveraging 

Aviso CI tools in their live calls.
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Key Feature Highlights

Smart Transcriptions - Transcribes minutes 

of your meeting into meaningful insights. Audio 

markers for each speaker helps identify

each speaker's talk-to-listen ratio, question 

rate, call volume etc. Users can bookmark 

questions asked and share snippets of a call 

with colleagues to address questions during a 

live call.
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Keywords and Topics - Understands the 

topics of conversation during a sales or 

customer engagement call to help managers 

assess the effectiveness of sales teams. Uses 

AI to intuitively capture keywords and topics

from calls to understand if reps are solving 

customer problems. This feature will also help 

reps understand:

▪ If the rep conversations are primarily around  

      competitor comparisons or price and features?

▪ Is the focus of the conversation on customer 

      challenges?
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Sentiment Analysis -  Provides visual 

indicators to reveal true intent of call 

participants, with insights into meetings' 

overall tone(positive, neutral, or negative). 

Teams can increase effectiveness and serve 

customers by going beyond gut and human 

judgement.

Intent Recognition -  Identifies user intent, 

even if phrased unexpectedly. Aviso segments 

signals at each stage and ties it back to customer 

interaction through email, calendar, CRM, ERP, 

ticketing systems, etc. to provide deal 

intelligence and win scores for each

deal, integrated right back into deal rooms.
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Classify Objections, Risks, Next 
Steps - 
Constantly identifies funding and 

buying signals and assesses the  deal 

progression to nudge sellers to take 

the next best action at every stage 

and also update next steps 

automatically in the CRM.

Aviso's conversational intelligence 

capability is an integrated 

component to Aviso digital war rooms 

which can be leveraged for coaching 

and collaboration rooms.
Aviso’s CI engine provides transcription  and insights in 10+ languages

Contextual Awareness -

Architectural View Of Aviso CI Engine
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7 Case Study: How NetApp left Gong to get X-Ray GTM Vision with Aviso
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About NetApp: Challenges faced:

Founded in 1992 and headquartered in Sunnyvale, CA, NetApp 

is a hybrid cloud data services and data management 

company. NetApp is a leader in the global cloud technology 

industry and was part of the Fortune 500 companies in 2012.

Lori Harmon is Vice President, Renewals and Global Sales at 

NetApp, and a  well-known commercial and revenue leader in 

Silicon Valley. Aviso has been partnering with Lori and her team 

as well as other teams at NetApp since 2021 when NetApp was 

looking at upleveling their current RevTech investments.

Other than using an expensive call recording tool 

 NetApp was facing challenges such as few insights into 

customer conversations, over-reliance on spreadsheets, 

and deal reviews on an ad-hoc basis. They also faced an 

ineffective use of CRM and lack of AI in the training of 

their sales teams, which hurt their customer engagement.

To remedy these challenges, NetApp was in search of an AI 

solution that would help enhance customer engagement 

along with internal training and growth of their sales reps. 

Their search ended with Aviso. That’s when NetApp replaced 

their previous CI with Aviso's more advanced CI and 

forecasting and deal intelligence.
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Solution provided:

Aviso provided NetApp with solutions such 

as CI insights for sales reps, forecasting 

insights for sales teams, sales activity 

tracking of active opportunities, deal and 

pipeline insights, coaching insights, and 

virtual selling via deal collaboration rooms.

Since implementing Aviso, NetApp has 

experienced a number of improvements. 

Key user groups including C-level revenue 

executives, sales managers, revenue 

operations leaders, and field and virtual 

sales reps have all benefited from the 

Aviso platform.
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▪ AI-powered coaching of sellers for  

       effective virtual selling

▪ Quick clarification and resolution of

       new objections view keywords and 

       smart transcripts

▪ Increased manager visibility with insights 

      for the effective growth of sales reps and 

      sales team members

▪ Increased level of customer engagement 

      via activity mapping to discover where 

      and when customers are best responding 

      to sales outreach

Some key benefits that NetApp has  
enjoyed are:
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About Aviso

    Recognized by Gartner & Forrester in various Revenue Intelligence categories

    175+ employees across the US, Europe, India. 150+ customers, 25K+ users

    Customers in High-Tech, Finance, Pharma, Industrials, others

    98%+ accuracy, 14+ Patents, 90%+ WAUs.

    G2 Top 50 sales tool. Recognized in WSJ, Forbes, VentureBeat

    $50MM+ venture money raised. Backed by Storm Ventures, Scale Venture Partners, 

         Shasta Ventures, and other leading Silicon Valley investors
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Know more about Aviso AI

305
Billion Insights

$800B
Pipeline Managed

$466B
Won Deals

98%+
Forecasting Accuracy

Aviso AI customer reviews on G2 Crowd

Want to learn more about Aviso's AI-powered platform for sales?
Hear from industry leaders discuss how they use Aviso
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